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RADAR BACKSCATTER OF LAVA FLOWS AS A FUNCTION OF INCIDENCE 
ANGLE 

E. Theilig* and R.S. Saunders, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of 
Technology, Pasadena, CA, *National Research Council at JPL 

Morphological and geochemical evidence indicate that basaltic volcanism has been an 
important process on Venus [I-51. Understanding the distribution of volcanic features, their 
eruptive styles, and emplacement mechanisms will provide information on the thermal 
evolution of the planet. The Magellan Mission to Venus will use a synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR, h. = 12.6 cm) to map at least 80% of the planet. To maximize the quality of SAR data 
returned by Magellan, look angle (and thus the incidence angle) will be varied in a controlled 
way with latitude. Because radar backscatter is dependent partly on incidence angle, this 
variation could influence the ability to discriminate and interpret volcanic units at different 
latitudes. This study uses calibrated scatterometer data to investigate the influence of incidence 
angle on the identification and interpretation of lava flows. 

Limited by the lack of calibrated data, previous radar studies of volcanic features only 
provide general information on the changes in backscatter at specific angles 16-71. Although a 
study using scatterometer data indentifies the optimum angles for discriminating lava flows [8], 
the variation in backscatter values and ability to identify and interpret volcanic units has not 
been assessed over the entire range of incidence angles to be used by Magellan. Because 
calibrated SAR data are not available, the input of additional information, such as t e x m  and 
pattern, which help identify lava flows cannot be analyzed. 

Radar backscatter coefficients were acquired in linear tracks across part of the Craters of 
the Moon lava field, Idaho by the NASNJohnson Space Center scatterometer. This area 
contains several lava flows of different ages and surface textures. L- and C- band (h.=19.6 and 
6.3 cm, respectively) horizontal transmit, horizontal receive data are used to bracket the 
wavelength to be used by Magellan. Data were acquired at incidence angles of 15' to 50' and 
time-sorted into five degree bins. Surface units along the scatterometer tracks were defined 
based on the lava flow (age) as mapped by Kuntz et al. [9] and surface texture. Lava flows 
included in this study are the Carey (12,000 yrs old), Grassy Cone (7,400 yrs), Little Park 
(6,500), Little Laidlaw Park (6,500 yrs), and Blue Dragon (2,100 yrs) flows. The percentage 
of the surface consisting of aa within the area sampled by the radar was determined from aerial 
photographs. The rest of the surface consists of pahoehoe. The mean and standard deviation 
of the backscatter coefficients were calculated for each unit. 

Results for one scatterometer track are shown in Figure 1 and are similar for both 
wavelengths. Variations in backscatter support the following trends identified in previous 
studies: 1) a cross-over in relative backscatter for pahoehoe and aa [6], occurs within the 
Carey flow at -20"; 2) the younger pahoehoe flow has a higher backscatter than the older 
pahoehoe surface at all angles [lo]; and 3) better discrimination of the flows (greater 
separation in backscatter values) occurs at smaller incidence angles [8] as illustrated by the Blue 
Dragon flow which has a significantly higher backscatter than the other flows at incidence 
angles up to 30" in C-band and -25' in L-band. Although the general trends are supported, 
comparison of the backscatter values for a complex volcanic area illustrates the difficulty in 
identifying and interpreting flows of different ages and textures. At both wavelengths the Blue 
Dragon, Grassy Cone, and the aa part of the Carey flow do not have statistically significant 
differences in backscatter coefficients at incidence angles >30°. Variation within the Blue 
Dragon itself is greater than the variation between flows. The two units which can be separated 
at angles >30° are the easternmost part of the Blue Dragon (highest backscatter) and the 
pahoehoe part of the Carey flow (lowest backscatter). Ln these cases, based on backscatter 
alone, only parts of flows are being discriminated. The anomalous behavior of the Little Park 
flow is related to contamination of the radar return by a vegetated Pleistocene flow surface. 

Potential problems in interpreting volcanic processes on Venus from the Magellan data are 
suggested by this study. An inability to separate flows between latitudes of -40 and 60 
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(corresponding to incidence angles >30°) can affect the interpretation of the number of flows, 
eruption style, and volcanic history. In addition, the dimensions of a flow may be inaccurately 
identified. Acquisition of calibrated SAR images at different incidence angles will help to clarify 
the ability to identify lava flows by allowing the two-dimensional appearance of the flow to be 
analyzed and by determining whether the greater dynamic range of an image enhances flow 
identification. 
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Figure 1. Mean backscatter coefficients for units along an 8.5 krn long scattermeter track over part of the 
Craters of the Moon lava field. Horizontal bars indicate the distance ova which values were averaged and vertical 
bars show the one standard deviation. The approximate latitudes on Venus for which incidence angles during the 
Magellan Mission will correspond to those shown (15'-50') are given to the left. The extent of each flow and 
percentage of the surface composed of aa are shown at the bottom. 
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